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hello Outreach admin team,

Is it possible that my final evaluation gets reconsidered?

I have gone through final report for GSoC of several organizations in the year 2017, 2016. In 99% of the cases, the students were failed because they disappeared or missed writing one of the evaluations or their gave the wrong link to their project.

But this is not the case here -

- I have made commits every day.
- Devoted 60+ quality hours (testing this project does take time).
- Interacted multiple times with the co-mentor daily
- Interacted with the main mentor once every 2 days
- Interacted a lot with the ltsp and vagrant community
- Submitted the weekly reports on mailing list on time
- Contributed in open source projects by telling and fixing the issues. That were not directly associated with my GSoC project

I far as I can get. I have done more than work required And I think I don't deserve to be failed.

regards
deepanshu